
EYFS Spring Term 2 Curriculum Content 

 

Subject Content to be covered  
Literacy Writing – we will be reading ‘Traction Man’ and 

writing character and setting descriptions, speech 

bubbles for different characters, creating story 

maps and new characters, and writing letters. 

We will continue to use and apply our knowledge 

from phonics sessions.  

Our challenge this term will be can an adult read 

my writing? 

 

Reading –  Traction Man, fact finding in non fiction 

books and on the internet  

 

Phonics – there are three more sounds to learn in 

Phase 3. We will then consolidate our learning from 

Phase 3 before moving into Phase 4. 

 

Maths Shapes – Naming and describing 2D shapes and 

their properties, using shapes to make pictures, 

naming and describing 3D shapes, 3D shape 

investigation 

 

Measures – introducing o’clock times and using a 

clock to tell the time, introducing coins to £1 and 

using coins to pay for items 

 

Positional language – we’re going on a bear hunt, 

Simon says and where’s teddy games, positional 

language bingo, beebots and obstacle courses 

 

Number and place value – ordinal number (1st, 2nd, 

3rd etc) and counting in 2s. 

RE Lent – how can we be more like Jesus? We will be 

thinking about the choices we make, saying sorry, 

asking for forgiveness and forgiving others. 

Sharing our Lent promises and our talents – 

thinking about how we can help other people. 

 

Holy Week – we will be learning about the events 

of Holy Week. 

Understanding the World 

(Science, History, Geography, 

Computing) 

History – what was it like for children long ago? 

We will investigate what schools were like 



in the past and sort objects for old and 

modern schools.  

Victorian children – comparing the differences for 

poor and rich children 

Household objects – objects from old homes (such 

as washing clothes / cooking food). We will 

think about homes in the future – what 

gadgets might they have? We will design a 

useful gadget for a home in the future! 

 

Science Experiments – we will continue to 

investigate and experiment, recording our findings. 

Some of our investigations will include: how do 

clouds make rain? Why do we use soap?  

 

Computing – learn how to program a Beebot, use 

iPads to take photos and record a caption in 

our talking photo album. We will continue to 

learn about keeping safe online - act safely 

online – always ask for help from an adult – 

follow the internet safety rules. 

 

Expressive Art and Design 

(Art, DT, Drama, Music) 

 

Designing a new gadget for a home in the future – 

drawing, labelling, editing. What will it be made 

from? How will it look?  

We will make our own sock puppet (like Doctor 

Sock in Traction Man) with material and develop 

our sewing skills and design a new outfit for 

Traction Man. 

  

Art – we will learn how to weave with different 

materials, make celebration cards and seasonal 

collages. We will also be learning about the artist 

Michelle Reader. 

 

Music & Dance – we will be learning about pitch and 

volume. How can we change these using our voices, 

body percussion and instruments?  

We will create performances to different pieces 

of music and watch them back, suggesting ways we 

may like to change them. 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional 

Development 

 

Friendship – we will read ‘Rainbow Fish’ and talk 

about what makes a good friend. The children will 

share experiences of when they have been a good 



friend and when someone has been a good friend to 

them.  

We will talk about similarities and differences 

between each other, and the importance of being 

kind and respectful. 

Traction Man – how did Traction Man feel when 

the characters laughed at him? How could we 

cheer him up? How are other characters good 

friends? 

Communication and Language 

 

Speaking and listening – taking turns in 

conversations, sharing ideas and experiences with 

other people, retelling the story of Traction Man 

and creating new adventures for Traction Man. 

Listening to information in non-fiction books and 

using computers to find information about the 

past, then using this information in our writing. 

Designing gadgets – explaining decisions about 

design features and answering questions about 

adaptations that are made. 

 


